
Lesson – 16

A busy month

I. Fill in the blanks:

1. The parent birds feed their baby birds with some food.

2. Birds lay eggs in the nest.

3. Pigeons and sparrows make their nest anywhere in the house.

4. Birds have many enemies such as eagles and snakes.

5. Koel lays its eggs in crow’s nest.

6. Coppersmith bird makes its nest in a hole in a tree trunk.

7. Birds use beak to eat and wings to fly.

8. Chicks feel cozy in the nests.

9. Enemies of birds wait for a chance to steal their eggs.

10.Crow eats all kinds of food.

Home work

Draw the different kinds of birds and write their names.

II. Match the following:

1. Dove - courtyard, thorns, mehendi hedges…etc.

2. Indian robin - between the stones.

3. Crow - high up on a tree.

4. Sparrow - in or around our house.

5. Pigeon - old buildings.

6. Coppersmith - hole in a tree trunk.

7. Sun bird - hangs from branches of a tree.

III. Answer the following:

1. Why do the birds make nests?

Birds make nests to

 Hatch the eggs

 Raise the chicks safely

 Keep them safe from enemies.



2. When do the birds leave their nests?

After the eggs have hatched and the chicks have grown, the birds leave 

their nests.

3. What kind of teeth does a cow have?

 The cow has a short front teeth for snipping grass.

 The teeth on the sides are large and flat for chewing the grass.

4. How a sunbird makes its nests?

 A sun bird makes its nests that hangs from the branches of a small 

tree or a bush.

 The nest has hair, grass, twigs, dry leaves, cotton wools, bits of tree 

bark, pieces of cloth, rags and even spider’s cob webs.

5. How a crow makes its nests?

 A crow makes its nest by using all kinds of things like pieces of wire

and wood.

 It makes the nest on the top of the tree.

6. How a weaver bird makes its nests?

 The male weaver bird make beautiful woven nests.

 The female chooses the best of them and decides to lay her eggs in it.

7. How a tailor bird makes its nests?

 The tailor bird uses its sharp beak to stitch together two leaves.

 It lays eggs in the fold of the leaf that it has made.

8. What is bird migration?

 Bird migration is the regular seasonal journey done by many types 

of birds.

 Birds migrate for food, change of habitat or because of extreme 

climate.

Home work

Draw the picture of a bird’s nest



IV. Answer in detail:

1. Write about the different things for which the birds use their beaks, feet and

claws with neat diagrams.

Birds use their beak for the following reasons

i) To tear and eat meat. Eg: Eagle

ii) To make holes in a tree trunks. Eg: Coppersmith

iii) To suck nectar from flowers. Eg: Humming bird

iv) To find insects and worms from mud and shallow water. Eg: Crane

v) To break and crush seeds. Eg: Sparrow



vi) To cut and eat many kinds of food. Eg: Crow

Birds use their feet for the following reasons

i) To swim in water. Eg: Swan

ii) To hold the tree trunk. Eg: Peacock

      

iii) To catch the prey what it hunts. Eg: Eagle

iv) To climb on the tree. Eg: Woodpecker



v) To walk on land. Eg: Turkey.
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